The Pointer Celebrates Its Sixty-Fifth Year

This is the 65th year that the Pointer has been in existence. In December, 1915, the Normal Pointer was first published with Jay S. Hamilton, editor-in-chief, at the head of the eight-man editorial staff. The first editorial expressed the purpose of the school paper which was to remain for many years through those 65 years since its birth. Here is that editorial:

“We present to you the first issue of our school paper. We believe as students that the advantages to be derived from the publication of this paper are many. The literary work which the publication of a school paper involves is most beneficial to the student. The art of giving our thoughts full and clear expression is not easily acquired; but by persistent effort and practice we believe that every student of our school can acquire efficiency in this, and we hope that this paper will be a source of help to each student in acquiring this ability. Our first contributions may fail short of the desired end; but we sincerely trust that each succeeding effort will show a marked improvement. This paper, we believe, will add great interest to our work, and by giving our universal support to it we shall establish a fellowship which will be a source of satisfaction to us all; and when we leave school and enter upon the duties of life, we shall look back to this labors as one of the most helpful, if not the most pleasant, of our school work.

“To the old students of our school, this paper should be of interest. We trust that you who receive this number will examine it carefully, interest yourselves in our new venture and contribute to the success of our effort by giving us your patronage.”

MR. WENDELL ORR

College Theater Plans Tryouts for “Antigone”

The combined voices of the College choir and Point Chor­alers will present the Christ­mas portion of Handel’s “Messen­ha’s” in college auditorium De­cember 31 at 8 p.m. Solists for this year’s perfor­mance will be Mrs. Perry Sallit, Stevens Point, soprano; Priscilla Landing, Waupaca, alto; George Lorenz, Waupaca, tenor; and Mr. Wendell Orr, CSC music faculty, bass.

Mr. Robert J. Murray will con­duct the program and Miss Majja Jekabson will accompany the combined choirs on the organ.

“The Messiahs” is a wonderful work and the solos and choirees of the Christmas portion are de­lightful to hear. Be sure to at­tend the stirring performance of “The Messiah” on December 11.

“Red and the Black”

Tonight the first three show­ings of “The Red and the Black” will be held at the Library theater. There will be also three showings tomorrow. Based on Stendhal’s romantic novel, the movie is in color and has French dialog with English subtitles.

It is the story of an oppor­tunity’s career and also of a class society in 19th century France where an “outsider” found the going rough because of his back­ground. Gerad Philippe stars as Julien Sorel, ambitious son of a provincial carpenter. Danielle Darrieux appears as the married woman, Louise de Renal, with whom he has his first affair. Antoinette Ladele and Pierre Jourdan have the supporting roles. The production was directed by Claude Autant-Lara.

CSC Presents Christmas Program on Channel 7

“Christmas Greetings from Cent­ral State College” will be featured Tuesday, December 20, at 3 p.m. on WCAX TV Channel 7, Wausau. The CSC Radio-TV Workshop is sponsoring the program.

The play calls for eight men and four women and is scheduled for production February 15, 16 and 17.

For those students worried about exams, Mr. Dawson says that the personal im­mediately before and during the exam period.

MISS MAJJA JEKABSON

Choir and Chorailers Combine Voices For Handel’s “Messiah”

The combined voices of the College choir and Point Chor­alers will present the Christ­mas portion of Handel’s “ Mesa­siah” in college auditorium De­cember 31 at 8 p.m. Solists for this year’s perfor­mance will be Mrs. Perry Sallit, Stevens Point, soprano; Priscilla Landing, Waupaca, alto; George Lorenz, Waupaca, tenor; and Mr. Wendell Orr, CSC music faculty, bass.

Mr. Robert J. Murray will con­duct the program and Miss Majja Jekabson will accompany the combined choirs on the organ.

“The Messiahs” is a wonderful work and the solos and choirees of the Christmas portion are de­lightful to hear. Be sure to at­tend the stirring performance of “The Messiah” on December 11.

“The Red and the Black”

Tonight the first three show­ings of “The Red and the Black” will be held at the Library theater. There will be also three showings tomorrow. Based on Stendhal’s romantic novel, the movie is in color and has French dialog with English subtitles.

It is the story of an oppor­tunity’s career and also of a class society in 19th century France where an “outsider” found the going rough because of his back­ground. Gerad Philippe stars as Julien Sorel, ambitious son of a provincial carpenter. Danielle Darrieux appears as the married woman, Louise de Renal, with whom he has his first affair. Antoinette Ladele and Pierre Jourdan have the supporting roles. The production was directed by Claude Autant-Lara.

CSC on TV Dec. 20 3 P.M.
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Letters to the Editor

Dear Editors:

Since this column seems to be the one that is most frequently read by those who feel the need to "sound off," I am writing in order to clear up a few misapprehensions concerning the views on the "Poet's Corner." The growth of the Centralian, I am sure, has been very marked in recent years, and the way in which the students, men and women, are working together as a true student body is a sight to see.

The theme of the "Poet's Corner" is that of human life, a fully integrated life, and in this sense it is a very valuable addition to the Centralian. It is a magazine of the Central State College and should be treated as such.

I am not asking for any change in the "Poet's Corner," but only that the contributors should be more careful in their choice of words and phrases. This magazine is a valuable one and deserves the best of all students.

Sincerely yours,

L. A. H.

The Pointer
Central State College

Dear Editors:

I am writing to you as I have been doing for the past few weeks, in order to express my feeling for the "Poet's Corner." I feel that it is a valuable addition to the Centralian and that it should be continued.

The "Poet's Corner" is a place where the students can express their feelings and thoughts in a clear and concise manner. It is a place where they can learn to express themselves in a way that is not only pleasing to the ear, but also to the mind.

I am therefore writing to you to express my feeling for the "Poet's Corner," and to ask that it be continued as it is.

Sincerely yours,

L. A. H.

The Pointer
Central State College
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L. A. H.

The Pointer
Central State College

March 15 — Our own ladies from the Home Ec club will ex­ hibit their creations, and at the same time they will be selling their wares, which will be accepted at the next meeting of the club.

April 23 — This will be the last meeting of the Home Ec club. It is its desire to make this the best program of the year.

"The Prom" will be the topic of the next meeting of the Home Ec club. Young women and men will be present to attend. The theme for the prom will be "Ladies First." The members will discuss date problems.

Students' Wife's Election

At the November meeting of the Students' Wife's club, officers for the coming year were elected as follows: Mrs. Wm. Hodgeson, president; Mrs. Don O'Neil, vice president; Mrs. Lee Wright, secretary; and Mrs. Jorgenson, treasurer. Mrs. Wm. Hodgeson, who has served as president of the Students' Wife's club since its organization in May, 1969, will remain on the board as past pres­ ident.

The next meeting will be a "Husband and Wife" party on Saturday, December 10, at 6:30 p.m. to 10:00 midnight in the College Union. A pot-luck dinner will be served at 7:00 p.m. and all members present will be expected to bring a dish to serve. Each couple will be expected to provide a dessert. It is suggested that you bring an appetizer and a main course to serve. Each couple will be served at 7:00 p.m. and all members present will be expected to bring a dish to serve. Each couple will be expected to provide a dessert. It is suggested that you bring an appetizer and a main course to serve.

The newly formed Curling Club sponsored by the Students' Union has been met with considerable success.

The Pointer is the official publication of the Central State College. It is published bi-weekly, with the subscription price of $2.00 per year. It is available on request.
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Union Board Plans Christmas Dance

By Elmas Omernek

With festive smiles
And sly beguiles,
The damsel's fair
Will greet you there!

With merry jests
As holiday guests,
The gentlemen of CSC
Set there, as well we

Where?
At the annual Christmas Dance sponsored by the Union Board Social Committee. A holiday air will prevail, so don your face with the twinkling of ever-bells, and your dress in a festive fashion. Larry Woodbury will provide the music for your light-stepping galopettes. That merry date is the evening of Saturday, Dec. 17, from 8 to the bewitching hour!

With evergreens a-shinging
And bells a-chiming,
The mood will be merry —
So do not tarry.

But come alone and choose a mate,
Or come together with a date.
It's a Christmas Dance full of spirit,
Alas and alack! If you should miss it!

Complaints

If you should ever hear, "Mom, where are my clothes?" then please don't blame me. I'm not the one who has been watching the clothes go missing.

W.R.A. News

The Women's Recreation Association welcomes you. Every college woman is a member of this organization. We have begun to have volleyball tournament games and trampoline and would like you to join us on Wednesday evenings at 6:30. The synchronized swim and modern dance group meet at 6:30 on Monday evenings.

After Christmas we will be forming basketball and badminton teams. Watch the Pointer for notices. Very seldom do I do this, but... The officers of W.R.A. will be glad to answer any questions you may have concerning our activities. They are Maxine Albrecht, president; Betty Kuczynski, vice-president; Joan Boyek, secretary, and Marie Pumpar, treasurer.

COMPLIMENTS of ALTENBERG'S DAIRY 745 Water St Phone Di 4-3796 SOUTH SIDE

Special price on group rides for over one dozen people. One fare just 25 cents.

YELLOW CAB CO.
Call Di 4-3070

OUR FLOWERS ARE GREENHOUSE FRESH

SORENSEN'S FLORAL SHOP
310 Briggs St. Di 4-2244

MEN'S JANTZEN SWEATERS
From $9.95 to $19.95

DEER HUNTERS EQUIPMENT

SPORT SHOP
For Every Financial Service Need

CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

STEVENS POINT, WISCONSIN
Member of F.D.I.C.
A Visit to the Bloodmobile

ROBERT ORGISH, Jr., 1116 Church Street, registers at the last Bloodmobile visit here. Mrs. O. L. Sorey, left, and Mrs. J. P. Gammon receive his card.

GETTING TO hold hands with the nurse is one of the pleasures. Here, Mrs. W. J. Timmons takes Bob's pulse and temperature.

A DELICIOUS glass of orange juice is next on the menu. The nurse is Mrs. Arthur Dean.

BOB'S BLOOD pressure is next on the list. Here, Dr. F. E. Gehin is shown taking the pressure.

THE ACTUAL blood-giving is next. Shown here are two nurses from the Red Cross Regional Center. They are: Phyllis Ann Micke, left, and Mary Waller, both of Madison.

BOB GIVES the vital statistics to Mrs. Richard Rothman, who records them on the proper forms.

MRS. EDMUND BUKOLT takes a blood test, and asks Bob questions about recent illnesses.

THE POINTER Thursday, December 8, 1960.

The Blood Bank program throughout the United States is saving thousands of lives each year. Stevens Point will again be visited by the Bloodmobile next Tuesday and Wednesday — December 13 and 14. The unit will be located at the American Legion Hall from 1 p.m. to 7 p.m. Tuesday and from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. Wednesday.

Your chances of needing a blood transfusion this year are about one in eighty. In 1958, more than 2,000,000 Americans got transfusions, a greater number than in any year of World War II. The need for blood is rising steadily because of the increased use of new surgical aids, the heart-lung pump and the artificial kidney. The heart-lung pump, used for open-heart surgery, must be primed with 12 to 15 pints of blood every time it is used, while the artificial kidney machines require 8 pints for priming.

Figures from two years ago show that almost forty-four percent (44%) of transfusions were for a single pint of blood, as compared with the overall average of two and three tenths (2 3/10) pints. So you can see, there are times when only one pint of blood can make a great deal of difference, even of life or death, to a patient.

The prevailing average price for ordinary types of blood is $25 per pint. At some hospitals, patients may replace blood on the hospital’s terms. This may be as high as five pints for one. Some hospitals make a charge even if you replace the blood they gave you, and they quadruple the charge if you don’t.

Because we have a Red Cross blood bank, Portage County residents received almost 1000 pints of blood last year — of the type needed when needed. This blood — which had a market value of $25,000 — cost the sick and injured nothing but the administration and processing charge. Because we are part of the Red Cross Blood program, any person, Portage County resident or not, will get the blood he needs — free — no matter where he is hospitalized.

A goal of 300 pints of blood from the students of CSC was set by Bob Kiefert, student chairman of the Blood Drive. To obtain this goal, Bob has enlisted the aid of the fraternities and sororities of the school, in addition to other members of the student body. There is a contest to see which group can obtain the highest percentage of their membership donating blood. A trophy will be awarded to the winning group.

Give a Pint!
DEAR A. B.

Could you please tell me what a double ring ceremony is?

A. B.

DEAR R. H.

A double ring ceremony is when the bride puts one ring on the bridegroom's finger and the other through his nose.

R. H.

DEAR A. B.

They have now developed a lipstick that glows in the dark. Do you think girls should wear it?

P. L.

DEAR R. L.

Heaven's no! The search is half the fun.

Confidential to M. D.

A "Dutch Date" is when your boyfriend leaves his shoes outside the house before he tips you into your room.

DEAR A. B.

I know you have a sweet boyfriend but sometimes he does strange things like blowing in my ear. Could you tell me why he does it?

D. E.

Confidential to "Nadly Lacking."

I have a check with your municipal false advertising statute first.

DEAR A. B.

Notice to all freshmen, sophomore and junior girls:

If you want my books: "How to Act on a Date," place your order in the Pointer office along with $300. Senior girls: if you don't know by now, it's too late anyway.

A. B.

Soph's Skating Party A Success

The sophomore class sponsored a roller skating party Tuesday, November 20, and everyone reports having a wonderful time. A few of the students had never been on skates, or had for some time, but all those skating really seemed like pros by the end of the evening. Approximately 150 attended the party.

A highlight of the evening was the entertainment furnished by "The Incompletes." The fellows really were terrific and should be watched. They are members of the Sigma Phi Kappa fraternity. Good luck fellows.

Watch for the next sophomore class-sponsored roller skating party. Miss Mildred Davis has been telling as she'll be on skates at that one

Many thanks again to Miss Davis and Miss Marjorie Schoblentz, who really did a capital job of getting the girls interested. They certainly added a great deal to the success of the party.

Mike Liebenstein

All-Conference Football Players

Mr. Nell Rampenga, head librarian, spoke to Alpha Kappa Lambda at the last meeting about the possibility of securing a separate room in the library building to circulate conservation books.

Two years ago AKL set up a library book fund in honor of Walter Sylvester, a deceased conservation instructor here at the college. Today, over 100 books are to be found in this book fund and the circulation of these books is limited by the present method of distribution.

At the present time, a place of distribution is being considered in the library basement and only future time will tell if AKL is to have a room to circulate their books.

The cross shoot is to be held on December 19. Rides will leave the northeast entrance of the school at 1:00. Mr. Raymond Specht will accompany the group to the Poynette Game farm where they will make pictures of the group and write a feature story as to the reason people and groups like ours about cross country. Watch for the date of Mr. Specht's feature article in this paper.

Coffins and douchettes were served at the close of the meet.

Owen Schwertfeger

Revelle

Greetings to all of you out there in dog land. At our last 550 meeting it was decided to have our Christmas party on December 16. Plans are already being laid for a fabulous feed, spectacular entertainment, and perhaps a bit of brew. It should be quite a surprise since no one who went last year can remember what it was like. Although there was stiff opposition from the married members, it was voted to be a stag affair. (You'll have to wait until the "Open.""

All in all, the 550's had a good Thanksgiving except for a few of our more zealous deer hunters.

This season's addition to our trophy case includes three guernsey cows, a Chevy radiator, 2 lost MPs, 7 game wardens, 1 education post, 193 empty cases of beer and a Marilyn Monroe billboard. Now going fellows.

BOB FISHER

Bill's Pizza Shop

We Deliver Piping
Hot Pizzas To Your Door

Delivery Charge 25c — Phone DI 4-9557

Open 4 P. M. to 2 A. M. — Closed Every Tuesday

Mike Liebenstein

Houses for your money, when you buy clothes at...

Dutch's Men's Shop

304 Main Street

EASE THE HIGH COST OF LIVING AND LEARNING

Like many other students and faculty members, you'll find you can always bring a money problem to HFC. Let our courteous office manager show you, in privacy, how you can take care of large present expenses with an HFC loan... then repay in low monthly installments. Life insurance at group rates is available on loans above $200

With the end of the recent quest for vonnis, the losses of the Siasfei are once again in full strength and they are in pursuit of more academically oriented endeavors such as capturing fair maidens.

Along this line is a scheduled hunting. Low grade whoop which were erroneously sent to several members of the organization.

Socially, activities planned for the near future are a Christmas party at the Stevens Point Country club and a Siasfei ski meet scheduled on the mountain if it should by chance happen to snow.

Flaxman is also being formulated for the publication of a "Disappointment." For those students in the dark as to the publication of this publication, it is basically concerned with the presentation of such problems that students may feel exist in and around campus and wish to write about. Anyone wishing to contribute articles should do so by placing them in the Siasfei mailboxes.

Also a plea to CSC students. Please offer a prayer for Quanam's "questionable characters"... they may be in need of them.
Room for Many Persons on Summer European Tour

In early June 1962, a group of 40 will join Mr. Peter Kroner and Miss Pauline Isaacson for a study Tour of Europe. Each student may register for 6 credits.

He will receive his assignments, syllabi, tests, and suggestions for reference reading by March 1. At that time Stevens Point will be his home for the summer. He has completed the groundwork for his field study.

Further sessions en route on the liner, United States, will augment his preparation, but he will have plenty of time, too, for shipboard recreational activities.

The group will land at Le Havre and proceed at once to Paris. The days in Paris will include a side trip to Versailles. Then this tentative itinerary and some of the "sights":

June 11, 1962 - Night train to Zurich. Proceed to Lucerne next afternoon.
June 14 - Morning train to Lugano. Afterwards to Milan. See Da Vinci's "Last Supper".
July 3 - Night train to Frankfurt. July 4 - Proceed to Cologne by Rhine.

Julie 15 - To Southampton and liner. United States.

July 21 - Arrive Stevens Point.

On Campus for the equivalent of three weeks of classes the travelers will work on culminating activities.

Cost of the tour is set at $950.00 for all travel, rooms in good hotels, and all breakfasts, all sightseeing, and theatre tickets. Tuition, of course, will be extra as will two meals daily for most of the 35 days in Europe.

Additional persons interested may sign with Miss Isaacson or with Mr. Kroner.

---

Chemistry 100a Finally Gets Lab

After a long wait, Section 6 of Chemistry 100a finally got into the laboratory. Apparently they became thoroughly tired of just sitting, and consequently, they are going at their lab work with gusto.

The red photo lab has been converted into a physical chemistry lab. The conversion was completed about a month ago, and the lab is now in business. If you "rolled up" with a new coat of paint, new desks (locally made and wrough), and fluorescent lighting. Perhaps the only drawback is its size—too small to be completely adequate. But every little bit of room helps.

---

You Spring walked with you
You awakened my sleeping mind
And warmed the earth with your
A flood of tear with fear
Where only withered stalk
Silently stood.
Near a singing tree
Where my voice left off.

Tired Thoughts
Not mine to walk the flowered path,
Not mine to see smooth flowing streams.

No lazy day to pass away.

No mine to gaze seaward—skyrayd.
No mine to know rest serene.

But mine to know the clutching fingers
Gasing with a thousand clanking wheels
Stop STOP

Crying of the sleeping
Thoughts of sleeping
Tomorrow whispers
It's coming soon.

Poetry should be read aloud to be more fully appreciated. The pauses, cadence, softness, rhythm can be heard, and as we listen, we add the visual images from our own imagination.

---

Want A Real Taste Treat? Try Country Spa's Ribs!

You've heard about the "Ham What Am?" Well, a lot of folks these days are learning that the Country Spa is the home of the "Ribs What Am?" The Ribs are tender, juicy, loaded full of flavor that only skilled cooking and the Spa's own barbecue sauce can bring. Enjoy the Spa's own signature sauce on something special... and you'll be a lifetime fan of the Ground Ribs Lovers of America, Country Spa chapter. Try 'em this week-end!

---

Guaranteed Insurability Option

... guarantees the right to build financial security through life insurance later on... regardless of future health or occupation. For complete details...

Write...phone...visit

Adel Schein

Office located at 1717 Colrive Ave. & 4051 Main St.
Phone DI 4-9204

Special Agent

New York Life Insurance Company

---

Elementary...

my dear Watson! From the happy look on your face, from the cheery lift you seem to be enjoying, I deduce that you are involving Cool-Cola. My mystery is about why Coke is the world's favorite... such facts, such splendid Yes, my favorite case is always a case of Cool...
By Dale Whitney

Today the Pointer Profiles section presents a review of a recent movie called "The CSC Success Story." Its featured star is Jerry Madden. The supporting cast is made up of the members of Upsilon Kappa Rho. This story is not only a reflection of the story of a young man, attending the University of Wisconsin for one year, coming to Central State to become a top student in the fields of math, physics, and chemistry.

Our friend, this movie has everything. You will experience feelings of sympathy and sorrow as you watch our star going through the rigors of TKE pledging. Soon, after, though, your mood will change to one of joy as you see our man becoming Outstanding Pledge of his class and then step up to the office of vice-president for two consecutive years.

The next part of the film is quiet and contemplative. These scenes include Sigma Zeta meetings over which Jerry presides as president. Also relaxing are those scenes of Interfraternity Council meetings which show our man as the Council's vice-president. Your heart will pound with excitement as you see him as a freshman in Madison, WI on a pile of books and bearing down on our star as he makes a desperate attempt to defeat them in a well known debate. It's a battle for the soul of Sigma Zeta.

You'll laugh with Jerry as he makes his fraternity resolutions which he must enjoy... fraternity resolutions are made for all kinds of sins.

It's a swell winding drive as you drive to the music of the CSC orchestra accompanying Jerry as he walks to the stage to receive his teaching degree.

So don't miss it. Ladies and gentlemen. "The CSC Success Story" in progress when Jerry Madden crosses your path.

JERRY MADDEN
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Our friend, this movie has everything. You will experience feelings of sympathy and sorrow as you watch our star going through the rigors of TKE pledging. Soon, after, though, your mood will change to one of joy as you see our man becoming Outstanding Pledge of his class and then step up to the office of vice-president for two consecutive years.

The next part of the film is quiet and contemplative. These scenes include Sigma Zeta meetings over which Jerry presides as president. Also relaxing are those scenes of Interfraternity Council meetings which show our man as the Council's vice-president. Your heart will pound with excitement as you see him as a freshman in Madison, WI on a pile of books and bearing down on our star as he makes a desperate attempt to defeat them in a well known debate. It's a battle for the soul of Sigma Zeta.
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In early June 1962, a group of 40 will meet Mr. Peter Krooner and Miss Pauline Isaacson for a study tour of Europe. Each student may register for 6 credits.

He will receive his assignments, syllabi, tests, and suggestions for reference reading by March 1, 1962. By the end of the semester, he will have developed the groundwork for his field study.

Throughout the tour, United States, will augment his preparation, but he will have plenty of time, too, for ship-board recreational activities.

The group will land at La Havre and proceed at once to Paris. The days in Paris will include a side trip to Versailles. Then this tentative itinerary and some of the "sights":

June 11, 1962 — Night train to Zürich.
June 14 — Morning train to Lugano. Afternoon to Milan. See Da Vinci's "Last Supper".
June 15 — Night train Milan to Florence. To London via Strasbourg.
June 19 — Rome to Florence.
June 21 — Rome to Venice.
June 23 — To Munich via Berchtesgaden, the Eagle Castle, Salzburg.
June 25 — To Nuremberg. Side trip to Rothenburg, medieval city.
July 3 — Night train to Frankfort on Main. June 4 — Proceed to Cologne by Rhine.
July 5 — To Amsterdam.
July 10 — To London via Bruges and Ostend. Side trip to Stratford-on-Avon. See a play in the Memorial Theatre.
July 15 — To Southampton and liner. United States.

For the equivalent of three weeks of classes the travelers will work on culminating activities.

Cost of the tour is set at $500.00 for all travel, rooms in good hotels, and all breakfasts, all sightseeing, and theater tickets. Tuition, of course will be extra as will two meals daily for most of the 35 days in Europe.

Additional persons interested may sign with Miss Isaacson and Mr. Krooner.

---

**Chemistry 100a**

**Finally Gets Lab**

After a long wait, Section 6 of Chemistry 100a finally got into the laboratory. Apparently they became thoroughly tired of sitting, and consequently, they are going at their lab work with gusto.

The old photo lab has been converted into a physical chemistry lab. The conversion was completed over a weekend and the lab is now in business. It is all "rolled up" with a new coat of paint, new desks (locally made) and fluorescent lighting. Perhaps the only drawback is its size — too small to be completely adequate. But every little bit of room helps!

---

**Mr. Williams Directs Campus School Assembly**

The annual Thanksgiving Assembly was held on Wednesday, November 22 at the Campus school under the direction of Mrs. Mildred Williams. Taking part in the program were the kindergarten, first, second, and third grades. The program was as follows:

1. Kindergarten
   a) 2 songs by whole group
   b) special solo "Indian Song"

2. First Grade
   a) The story of the "Wonderful Seed"
   b) Children explained pictures of these things they were thankful for
   c) "Prayer Song" by whole group

3. Second Grade
   a) Song by whole group
   b) The "First Thanksgiving" — story read by various members of group.

4. Third Grade
   a) reading of "One Hundredth Psalm"
   b) poem by group
   c) Song—"Thanksgiving" by group

After the program, the children brought their money and used clothing to be given to the needy Indian children. One by one they went up to the front, Altar and gave their gifts as in the background could be heard the strains of "Father, We Thank Thee!" Even in the thoughts and actions of little children can the real meaning of Thanksgiving be seen.

---

**Your Local Coca-Cola Bottlers**

**Elementary**
Professional Groups

S Sigma Mu Tau

Sigma Mu Tau, the professional fraternity for future medical technologists, held its November meeting in the staff room at St. Michael's hospital. Dr. Grinvash, pathologist at St. Michael's, and Sister Angela, director of the laboratory, were introduced to the group. Dr. Grinnvash showed slides and spoke on the history and development of, path correlation of medical technology today and the emergence and as part of the medical team. The remaining part of the program consisted of a tour through the laboratory, after which refreshments were served.

The officers of Sigma Mu Tau for this year are: Judy Jesse, president; Nancy Franzoi, vice-president; Lois Kunelhitz, secretary; Sally Snyrd, program chairman.

All those in this profession and those interested are invited to attend our meetings.

S Sigma Zeta

At the November meeting of Sigma Zeta, 23 members were initiated into the national honor science fraternity on campus. These members included: Janice Bray, Thomas Bredow, Kendall Johnson, Stephanie McGary, Jennifer Montgomery, Mary Sue Muñoz, Kyle Eskritt, Roger Gloecke, Glorje Jecle, Leslie Jorgenson, Lauri Johnson, Lois Kunelhitz, Donald Laesig, Barbara Lansford, Thomas Lee, E. Bruce Link, Terry Messing, Joe Miller, Gregory Newman, Barbara Norton, Douglas Riddle, Donald Rulf, Wilhem, Carol Young, and Paul O'Nea.

President Jerry Madden, president, presided at the initiation ceremony. Twelve associate members were also introduced. These included: James Chester, Roland Junker, Robert Kilpatrick, Nadine Nass, Jane Neherman, Richard Newton, Ronald Palke, Craig Sebekert, Kim Slo, Victor Thalacker, Shirley Henderson, and Jean Hess.

An illustrated talk was presented by Mr. Kenneth Svedberg of the biology department on the Oregon forests.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 5

CAFETERIA CHRISTMAS DINNER

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 7

IN THE BOARD'S CHRISTMAS DANCE – FREE!

C. W. A.

The first College Woman's association Parents day took place as scheduled Sunday, November 27. Girls working on the event were glad to see parents and their daughters show up for the afternoon of entertainment, open house and the buffet supper.

Entertainment consisted of the Men's Glee club banquet and also the "Letterettes", a new vocal group on campus.

Christmas in the Union

The Christmas season comes early in the Union. Mark these dates so you won't forget...

FREE!!

Thursday, December 5

Cafeteria Christmas Dinner

Saturday, December 7

IN THE BOARD'S CHRISTMAS DANCE – FREE!

Remember to try THE KENNEL FIRST!